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ASS. MAB, Maria Antonietta Berlusconi - Via Solari,9 - Milano (Italy)
c.f. and p.i. 06797480966 -www.premiomab.it - info@premiomab.it

MARIA ANTONIETTA BERLUSCONI INTERNATIONAL BALLET AWARD 2024 USA 2ND ANNUAL
COMPETION,
NEW YORK

Registration form

TO BE PRINTED AND RETURNED COMPLETED IN FULL (INCLUDING SIGNATURES) TO THE ORGANIZATION
SECRETARIAT OF ASS. MAB, Maria Antonietta Berlusconi info@premiomab.it \ a copy must be
provided at the theater, on the competition days

COMPETITION for
A) Soloist dancers SENIOR Age division / students (age 15\20) – referring
to the calendar*
B) Soloist dancers SENIOR Age division / professionals (age 21\25) –
referring to the calendar*
* years are deemed to have been completed by December 31, 2024

I, the undersigned:
Name:___________________________________________________
Surname: :_______________________________________________
Date of birth: :____________________________________________
Place of birth: :____________________________________________
Fiscal code: :______________________________________________
Street: :__________________________________________________
Postal code: :______________________________________________
City: :____________________________________________________

Ass. MAB, Maria Antonietta Berlusconi
Via Solari, 9
Milano (Italy)
www.premiomab.it - info@premiomab.it
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For minors, to be completed by the holders of parental authority
1.
Last Name:................................................... First Name:...........................................................................
Date of Birth: ............................................................Place of birth: ..........................................................
Fiscal code: ......................................................................................................................(mandatory)
Address: ............................................................................................................................................
postal code: ...........City:..............................Province (........................)
Tel. Number:....................................................................................... ....
E-mail :.....................................................................................................
2.
Last Name:................................................... First Name:...........................................................................
Date of Birth: ............................................................Place of birth: ..........................................................
Fiscal code: ......................................................................................................................(mandatory)
Address: ............................................................................................................................................
postal code: ...........City:..............................Province (........................)
Tel. Number:..........................................................................................
E-mail :.....................................................................................................
As parents of:
Last Name:.................................................... First Name:..................................................................
Date of Birth::.........................................................................
Place of birth..........................................................................

I ask to register for the 2024 edition of "MAB , MARIA ANTONIETTA BERLUSCONI INTERNATIONAL
CLASSICAL DANCE PRIZE FOR YOUNG PEOPLE", New York, as specified in the relative
announcement, which I accept in full for the cathegory O A or O B (please flag)

Classical\ Neoclassical Variation Data
Variation title: :____________________________________________
Choreographer: :___________________________________________ (no rights will be under MAB charge
for original Choreographic)
Track title: :_______________________________________________
Duration: :________________________________________________
Publisher: :_______________________________________________
Author: :_________________________________________________
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DISCLAIMER AND PRIVACY POLICY - I IRREVOCABLY DECLARE:
to intend participate in the photographic shooting and / or video and / or television shooting
relating to the \ event \ i with the provisional and / or definitive title MAB 2023, RA 2023 and all
related activities (hereinafter referred to as "Event" for short) created and produced by the
association Ass. Maria Antonietta Berlusconi (hereinafter also "ASS. MARIA ANTONIETTA
BERLUSCONI"); to authorize ASS. MARIA ANTONIETTA BERLUSCONI to film, by photographic,
television, cinematographic or other means, her image, her data and in general her participation
in the Event (in all phases of its realization, including the preparation and other constitutes the
production itself), with the right, but not the obligation, on the part of ASS. MARIA ANTONIETTA
BERLUSCONI, to resume them, record them, reproduce them, print them, publish and project them,
disseminate them and in any case use them with any means currently known or that will be
invented in the future; to irrevocably authorize ASS. MARIA ANTONIETTA BERLUSCONI and / or its
successors in any title, to freely use the foregoing and that is all the material filmed and / or
recorded and in any case made in relation to the aforementioned participation, their statements
and communications, including their name as well as the biographical material relating to your life
and possibly provided by you (all collectively referred to as the "Material"), without any restriction,
worldwide, in perpetuity and in any case for the entire duration of legal protection as sanctioned in
each country in the world ,granting you as of now the widest release, authorization and transfer of
rights in relation to the Material. By way of example, the aforementioned authorization also includes
the right to exploit the Material both with reference to the Event and separately from it, with the
widest extension and by any means, none excluded (purely indicative: on cinema, television - Free
Television and Pay Television, both via air, cable and satellite, with direct and indirect transmissions,
including communication to the public via satellite and retransmission via cable - also by means
ofinteractive TV and digital TV and including Subscription Pay TV and Pay-per-view, Near Video on
Demand, Video on Demand, etc. - for an unlimited number of passages, radio and audiovisual
through videograms with any distribution system and with any mechanical support - e.g.
videocassettes, video disks , videotapes, videomagnetic tapes, laser discs, CDs, CDIs, CD-Roms,
etc. -Interactive Multimedia through Videograms -Cdi, CD-Rom, Microdisk, Playstation, Satur n,
each game platform "Read Only Memory", Laser Disk, Digital Tapes - D1, D2, etc. - Video CD, Photo
CD, etc. - and related marketing through all sales channels - On-line, Off-Line, Bundling, etc. ; by
computer network, also via INTERNET, IPTV, telematic network, telephone network, data
transmission over the air, video, etc., as well as with any other medium, including cineromanzi and
brochures, and in any other form and / or manner and with any other means and technical
process already known or yet to be discovered, in the press for each Publishing product such as
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books, magazines, newspapers etc ..). Likewise, the aforementioned authorization includes the right
to (i) make, to the Material filmed live and / or recorded, processing, reductions, cuts and / or
modifications of any kind, including through any changes in sequences and / or insertions of other
material etc .; (ii) the right to combine the Event with initiatives and interventions of an advertising
nature in favor of third parties, in any feasible form, by making the necessary insertions and
sequelae, within the limits and in the manner set out in current legislation (iii) the right to use my
image and / or my voice and / or my name both for the elaboration, realization and marketing of
any product linked to the exercise of ancillary rights and the so-called "merchandising rights"
obtained from the Event and in any form of advertising and market launch of said products; to
have the broadest right to authorize you in relation to everything provided for in this document and
to assign you related rights, and undertakes to indemnify you and guarantee you for all purposes in
relation to the provisions herein from any liability for which you in any case can never be called to
answer; to have nothing to expect from the ASS. MARIA ANTONIETTA BERLUSCONI and / or its
transferees and successors in title , and in general by anyone who uses and exploits the Material
created during the aforementioned participation, all my claims being satisfied by the opportunity
that I was given to take part in the Event; to undertake to sign any deed recognizing the rights
assigned to the ASS. MARIA ANTONIETTA BERLUSCONI; to strictly comply with the safety protocols
put in place by ASS. MARIA ANTONIETTA BERLUSCONI, in particular to respect the protocol
prepared ad hoc relating to measures to combat and contain the spread of the Covid-19 virus in
the workplace; the undersigned also declares that the ASS. MARIA ANTONIETTA BERLUSCONI may
freely assign the rights referred to in this deed; to also expressly undertake to keep confidential
what has been learned during the carrying out of the aforementioned shootings and
relating to the ASS. MARIA ANTONIETTA BERLUSCONI, the production in question and its content
being forbidden to transmit the information learned during participation and filming to third parties
with an express obligation to protect the documentation relating to the production from
unauthorized third parties. It is understood that the breach of this confidentiality obligation will entail
all the legal consequences; The undersigned acknowledges and agrees that this release is binding
on his heirs and successors in title; acknowledges and agrees that this release is irrevocable, has
worldwide value and is perpetual and will be governed by the laws of the Italian State with
exclusive jurisdiction in Milan.

PLACE AND DATE,............................................ SIGNATURES……………………………………………..

For minors, SIGNATURES of both parents. ………………………………………………
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